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SPC is a luxury innovative flooring product now 

becoming available to the UK market and is very much 

changing the future of flooring options.

But not all SPC on the UK market is the same!

KCCP’s bespoke SPC offers beauty and charm to any 

environment without compromising on quality or 

functionality. With our embossed texture we imitate 

nature recreating the authentic beauty of real wood.

Made predominantly of limestone, creates a 100% 

waterproof, strong, durable, hard wearing compound, 

which is indentation resistant. Combined with a strong 

wear layer also provides a very high scratch and stain 

resistant floor that is easy to maintain.

SPC is not only suitable for residential use but can also 

be used it all aspects of commercial installs such as 

Hotels, Care homes, Leisure pods, Schools, Cafes, Bars, 

Restaurants the list goes on!

ABOUT US

WHY CHOOSE KCCP’S
SPC FLOORING?

We are a family-run wholesale business, deeply 

committed to providing the finest SPC (Stone Plastic 

Composite) flooring solutions in the United Kingdom.

Operating from our strategically located distribution 

center, we cater to flooring retailers, contractors, and 

businesses across the United Kingdom. Our efficient 

logistics and nationwide reach ensures that our 

exceptional SPC flooring is readily available wherever 

your project may be.

When you choose KCCP quality, reliability and 

professionalism is guaranteed every time with strong 

family values at our core. KCCP Ltd isn’t just a flooring 

supplier; we’re your flooring partner. Whether you’re 

embarking on a home renovation, commercial project, 

or any flooring endeavour, we’re here to provide the 

support, expertise, and quality products you need to 

bring your vision to life.



Both of KCCP’s SPC collections utilise the official Unilin locking 
system, making it fast and easy to fit, whilst providing peace 
of mind your joints are locked tight.

Even if you’re working in tricky or restricted spaces, you can 
easily achieve a perfect finish as the Unilin click system offers 
2 ways of installation. This makes it very easy to slide under 
doors, skirting and architraves when fitting.

The system can be classified as an angle or basic locking 
profile. This means it can either be installed by an angular 
rotation movement (20-30°), or can also be installed in a 
horizontal way by snapping the planks into each other. Both of 
these methods make installations simple and fast.

Uniclic over the years has became the industry’s favourite 
locking technology thanks to its unmatched production, 
efficiency and technical performance. Its Performance cannot 
be matched by any other locking system to date.

ADVANTAGES OF KCCP’S LUXURY SPC FLOORING

Why use the unilin 
locking system?

PRODUCT FEATURES AND BENEFITS
SPC Multi Layer Construction

UV Coating

The Double UV coating provides a strong resistance against 

fading from direct sunlight during use. It also supports the 

wear layer in its resistance against scratching and moisture.

Transparent Wear Layer

The transparent wear layer uses surface texture technology to 

create a hardness that has high fire and scratch resistance to 

increase the products life span.

Decorative Film Layer

The decorative film layer uses 3D printing technology to create 

a deep, true colour wood grain effect to bring natural beauty 

to the floor.

SPC Core Layer

KCCP’s SPC is a single super-hard core layer which includes the 

Unilin click joints. This provides a super strong click system, 

100% waterproof and indentation resistance base that is 

free from harmful chemicals. It is also stable under extreme 

temperature changes, making it compatible for use in Garden 

rooms, Leisure pods and Kitchen areas where direct sunlight 

penetrates through large windows / Bi-fold doors.

Fine Anti-slip
KCCP’s SPC flooring has a double UV coating 
along with a textured surface. This provides a 
high skid resistant top layer. Compared to other 
floors, KCCP’s SPC has a higher friction when wet.

Fire Retardant
KCCP’s SPC is fire resistant and achieves Bfl-s1 
Standard. It does not emit any harmful toxins or 
gases.

100% Recyclable
KCCP’s SPC contains no heavy metals or lead. It 
is made up of natural limestone powder and virgin 
polyvinyl chloride. Both
two very sustainable materials that can be 
recycled.

Compatible with Underfloor heating systems
KCCP’s SPC is 100% compatible with all underfloor 
heating systems Wet or Dry. It also conducts and 
holds heat really well due to its stone powder 
construction.

100% Waterproof
SPC is 100% waterproof top to bottom which 
makes it compatible for use in all wet areas such 
as Kitchens, bathrooms. It is also mould and 
mildew resistant.

Green Guard Gold Certificate
KCCP’s SPC achieves Green Guard Gold standard. 
It does not contain any VOC’s (toxic chemicals) or 
emit harmful emissions. 100% Formaldehyde and 
Phthalate free.

Chemical & Stain Resistance
With the double UV coating this also gives KCCP’s 
SPC high resistance to chemicals and common 
household stains. Making it very easy to maintain, 
just grab a wet mop and wipe it away.

Dimensionally Stable
KCCP’s SPC is dimensionally stable meaning it 
is stable under extreme temperature changes 
during hot and cold weather changes.

Pet Friendly
KCCP’s SPC has a super-high scratch and 
indentation resistance. In addition with no VOC’s 
makes it the perfect floor when you have Pets 
running around at home.

Angling

Snapping



All of KCCP’s products both our Luxury 

SPC flooring and Underlayment’s 

meet sustainability requirements. 

They all achieive Floorscore®, 

Greenguard Gold, ISO 14001

and ISO 9100 certificates.

FloorScore® Pet Friendly!
KCCP’s products are pet 

approved so your fluffy 

friends can enjoy the new 

floor as much as you, 

hassle free!

100% Waterproof

High Scratch 
Resistance

Easy to Maintain

High Stain Resistance



Nordic White Grey

Red Oak Rustic Grey

KCCP’s 5mm Wood Grain Collection offers 

a beautiful Embossed textured finish to 

create an authentic real wood look and feel. 

The overall thickness of 5mm consists of a 

4.5mm core along with a 0.5mm wear layer.

With the 0.5mm wear layer there is no 

compromise on performance and comes with 

a massive 35 years residential warranty and 

15 years light commercial warranty.

You can be sure of a highly durable, hard 

wearing floor suitable for both residential and 

commercial use.

Plank Size - 1220mm x 182mm

Planks per box - 9

Pack size - 1.998m2

5mm Wood 
Grain Collection

Red Oak Rustic Brown

Nordic White BirchGolden Oak

Classic Oak

Red Oak Grey

Nottingham Oak

Scan the QR code to download 
the 5mm Technical Data Sheet



Manhattan Grey

Nottingham Oak

KCCP’s 4mm Wood Grain Collection offers yet 

again a beautiful Embossed textured finish to 

create an authentic real wood look and feel. 

The overall thickness of 4mm consists of a 

3.7mm core along with a 0.3mm wear layer.

With the 0.3mm wear layer there is no 

compromise on performance and comes with 

a massive 20 years residential warranty and 

7 yearslight commercial warranty.

You can be sure of a highly durable, hard 

wearing floor suitable for both residential and 

commercial use.

Plank Size - 1220mm x 182mm

Planks per box - 9

Pack size - 1.998m2

4mm Wood 
Grain Collection

Toronto Grey

Alnwick Wood

Skipton Ash

Saltash Sand

Scan the QR code to download 
the 4mm Technical Data Sheet



KCCP’s Herringbone range offers a beautiful 

Embossed textured finish to create an 

authentic real wood look and feel. The overall 

thickness of 5mm consists of a 4.5mm core 

along with a 0.5mm wear layer.

With the 0.5mm wear layer there is no 

compromise on performance and comes with 

a massive 35 years residential warranty and 

15 years light commercial warranty.

You can be sure of a highly durable, hard 

wearing floor suitable for both residential and 

commercial use.

Plank Size - 620 x 110mm

Planks per box - 20

Pack size - 1.364m2

Herringbone
Range

Cheshire Oak Herringbone

London Grey Herringbone

Classic Oak Herringbone

Nottingham Oak Herringbone

Scan the QR code to download 
the Technical Data Sheet



Elevate Your Flooring Experience with Quietwalk Luxury 
Vinyl Underlayment. Designed to enhance luxury vinyl and 
multilayer floors, this advanced underlayment combines 
thin, dense fibers for lasting support. Experience peace 
like never before with its superior sound reduction 
technology, absorbing footsteps and sounds to create a 
tranquil living space.

Moisture protection is paramount, and Quietwalk delivers 
with recycled fibers that let your floors “breathe” over 
concrete, while the attached vapor barrier shields 
against harmful moisture and alkali migration. Feel the 
difference in every season as this underlayment offers 
exceptional thermal insulation, ensuring cozy comfort and 
compatibility with radiant heat flooring systems.

Beyond performance, Quietwalk is environmentally 
conscious, crafted from recycled materials through a 
patented process. Enjoy a healthier home environment, 
as it’s certified for clean and safe indoor air quality, free 
from VOCs and off-gassing. Elevate your flooring with the 
perfect blend of comfort, sustainability, and innovation 
— choose Quietwalk Luxury Vinyl Underlayment for your 
space.

Multilayer Flooring Underlayment: Thin, dense fibres 
support all luxury vinyl and multilayer floors, even 
attached pad flooring.

Superior Sound Reduction: Recycled fibres absorb sound 
and keep it from travelling to other rooms. Makes click-
together floors sound more solid underfoot.

Moisture Protection: Recycled fibres allows installation 
over concrete to “breath” managing vapors from 
becoming bulk moisture. The attached vapor barrier offers 
full coverage protection of the substrate and blocks alkali 
migration to the seams of the overlying floors from harmul 
moisture. Enhances pad attached planks performance in 
moisture protection.

Thermal Insulation: Provides additional comfort to the 
entire home during seasonal temperature changes. 
Suitable to use with radiant heat flooring systems.

Made from recycled materials: A patented manufacturing 
process repurposes post-industrial and pre and post 
consumer materials into high performace underlayment.

Certified Clean and Safe: Indoor Air Quality with no VOC’s 
(Volatile Organic Compounds) or off-gassing.

QuietWalk LV®

Universal Acoustical Underlayment 
for Vinyl Plank, Laminate, and 
Hardwood.

Perfect for many types of floors, even with pre-attached 

pad. Vapor barrier for water protection with built in Dri-

Wick Technology reduces unwanted noise and lifetime 

anti-crush support

Prem
ium

 

Underlayment

Not only can you have the performance that QuietWalk’s 

know for, you can also feel good about contributing to a 

better environment.

2,083,007,536 square feet of QuietWalk material has 

been sold since 1998, that’s equal to 74.72 square 

miles (over 3 times the size of Manhattan), or about 

36,163 football fields. Most of the fibres used in all of 

this would have previously ended up in landfills!

Recycled fibre composition

MOISTURE? 
NO PROBLEM.

QuietWalk’s patented, recycled, fiber structure aggressively 

attacks subfloor moisture by wicking and dispersing it 

throughout the pad to draw it up and away.

This action is called DriWick Technology which promotes 

moisture dissipation, allowing it to evaporate and escape. 

Here’s how it works:

MADE FOR
HEALTHY LIVING

QuietWalk’s high standards of construction achieves 

the GreenGuard Gold certification, one of the highest 

qualifications used to keep products safe for indoor 

residential usage. Unlike many current household products, 

QuietWalk doesn’t release harmful VOC’s (volatile organic 

compounds) or chemicals which keeps your air clean and 

you health.

BETTER PRODUCTS FOR 
YOUR HOME AND THE 

ENVIRONMENT



SKIPTON ASH 
5MM

TORONTO GREY
4MM



RED OAK RUSTIC BROWN
5MM

LONDON GREY
HERRINGBONE



SPC FLOORING AND EDO FRIENDLY 
UNDERLAYMENTS SPECIALIST

TRADE PACK AVAILABLE

Visit our website or give us a 
call to order your trade pack or 
samples today!

www.kc-cp.com
01623 414 500

www.kc-cp.com

We are ready to 
transform your 
living space”

“


